Data Center & Cloud

Define your custom path to the cloud
The digital age has redefined data center demands. New ways of working require real-time access, process
automation and next-level security. Your path to the cloud must be unique, balancing existing infrastructure
needs with future technology requirements. At ANM, we create your custom path to the cloud. We start with
comprehensive assessments and provide ongoing consulting to solve your storage, compliance, infrastructure
and disaster-recovery challenges.

Questions to consider:
› How are you managing disaster recovery today?
› How are you handling storage?
› Does it make sense to move to cloud storage?
› What greenfield software applications are on
your roadmap?
› Instead of buying more hardware, would it make
sense to go to the cloud?
› Would it make sense to move applications you only
use at certain times of the year to the cloud?

“

Adoption of cloud-managed
networks will double by the
end of 2023. - Gartner

We offer:
› Networking solutions that facilitate
migration to the cloud

WHAT SETS US APART
› Understanding of your legacy systems
› SD-networking (ACI and NSX expertise)
to automate your data center
› Secure implementation of an on-prem,
cloud or hybrid solution that is right
for your organization.
› AWS assessments as an Advanced Tier
Consulting partner
› Hyperconverged expertise

› Cloud backup as a service
› Cloud infrastructure as a service
› Hybrid cloud solutions
› Storage solutions
› DevOps
› Data center evacuation
› Data center automation and modernization
› Disaster recovery

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
› Pay-as-you-go subscriptions to expand
your technology offering and reduce costs
› Higher productivity and efficiency
through secure data storage and sharing

› AWS cloud consulting

› Increased protection against
infrastructure failure

› Security solutions

› Infinite scale for large data requirements

PULL QUOTE?

› VMware cloud on AWS
› Managed cloud services

Networking solutions
Our cloud networking practice helps you migrate existing on-premise
networking equipment – including multi-platform networking. This
includes secure connectivity using VPN over the internet, high-speed
dedicated links and software-defined wide area networking (SD-WAN).

AWS consulting
We review, support and advise Amazon Web Services (AWS)
clients, including:

AWS assessments

Cisco Application Centric
Infrastructure

We make overall architecture and design recommendations, and conduct infrastructure security, network design and automation reviews.
We find ways to minimize your cost, including EC2 sizing, network
pricing and s3 tiering options.

We bring expertise in Cisco ACI to facilitate your data center refresh

DevOps

any location/cloud, while maintaining security and high availability.

We look for opportunities to automate manual processes and infrastructure. These services also simplify provisioning, deployment,

or new build. This solution works with multi-pod, multi-site and
remote leaf data center strategies, maintaining a consistent policy
model. This gives the flexibility to move applications seamlessly to

ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS

software releases and performance monitoring.

ANM also specializes in cloud security appliances,

Cloud migrations

collaboration tools and audio-visual solutions.

We audit your existing infrastructure to understand your current
stack, then design the best strategy for your cloud migration.

VMware Cloud on AWS
VMware Cloud on AWS (VMC) is an integrated cloud offering used
to migrate and extend on-premise VMware vSphere-based environments to the AWS Cloud. As a VMware Premier Solution Provider partner, we have the highest level of designation for VMware
solution providers, offering complete services including:
› Data center evacuation
› Large virtual desktop (VDI) deployments

Ask us about these additional offerings to
complement your cloud and data center strategy.

Data center solutions
Our additional data center solutions ensure business continuity,
including secure, cost-effective backup, as well as extension of existing
virtual environments.

Business continuity
We help prepare your business for disaster recovery, including system
maintenance and ways to circumvent interruptions and loss.

› Disaster recovery

Cloud backup-as-a-service

› Test dev for legacy applications

This service helps you back up critical applications using a virtual or
physical host. Usage-based pricing and contracts also make this a

Hyperconverged expertise

cost-effective option.

Hyperconvergence is an IT framework that combines storage,

Cloud infrastructure-as-a-service

computing and networking into a single system. We work with

Hybrid cloud strategies may extend these environments to access

leading solutions like Cisco Hyperflex to reduce data center com-

additional CPU, memory and storage capacity as needed.

plexity and increase your scalability.

We’d love to hear from you.
(866) 527-8822

info@anm.com

anm.com

